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Digital storytelling apps offer a wide range of tools and resources for creating unique and original stories. From creating

custom characters and scenarios to incorporating visual effects and sound, these apps inspire users to think outside the

box and explore their creativity to its fullest.
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1. Introduction

There are different meanings associated with the creativity construct. According to Walia , the previous literature has

intertwined the concepts of creation and creativity. Consequently, scholars have not given sufficient attention to the active

process of the creative act that may end in creation or not.

Neuroscience has revealed that creativity is a complex process involving the intervention of various brain areas .

Additionally, there are various variables within this process, with the dimension of originality being one of its components.

Weisberg et al.  align with Walia  in suggesting that the diverse conceptions of creativity have been founded on

models of creativity built on logical and semantic argumentation. Weisberg et al.  verified this generally, emphasising the

importance of novelty and intentionality in creativity judgments.

Humphrey  and Mendoza  asserted that mental capacity has predominantly been approached from an individualist

and cognitivist point of view.

Moreover, the neuroscience research of Stephens et al.  revealed that when someone sees or listens to a story, the

neurons in the brain are activated with the same patterns as those of the speaker. This process is referred to as neural

coupling or mirroring, occurring in different parts of the brain. It facilitates the sharing of a contextual model of the

situation, involving the frontal, motor, and sensorial cortices in the process of creating and understanding stories. The

brain anticipates the story´s resolution with dopamine, aiding in the precise memory of certain details. Regarding the

cultural impact of storytelling, Boris  added the following:

storytelling forges connections among people, and between people and ideas. Stories convey the culture. When it

comes to our countries, our communities, and our families, we understand intuitively that the stories we hold in

common are an important part of the ties that bind.

(p. 1)

Furthermore, Shao et al.  explained that creativity is a complex and culture-sensitive concept, with differences observed

between Eastern and Western cultures. Firstly, they possess dissimilar implicit and/or explicit conceptions of creativity.

Secondly, individuals from individualist and collectivist cultures show variances in their preferred creative procedures and

creative processing modes.

However, another more social and cultural perspective reveals the role of the mind in people’s interactions, suggesting

that intellect is a collective occurrence within interactions. Perhaps this model is more suitable for understanding the co-

creation of stories and how DTS conditions this process, as the cognitive processes targeted by these apps are organised

with respect to the functions for storytelling.

Vygotsky  underscored the correlation between imagination and creativity in childhood. Navarro et al.  and Kozbelt et

al.  supported the idea that creativity unfolds over time, influenced by social interaction and the environment. Weinstein

and Preiss  concluded that working on students’ thinking skills through the use of a scaffolding technique increased

their confidence and autonomy of thought.
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Kampylis et al.  presented a study on first-year education students using the Teachers’ Conceptions of Creativity

Questionnaire (TCCQ). They emphasised that creativity is a crucial element for individual and social development. In

addition, the authors conducted a comprehensive review of earlier studies by other researchers on the perception of

creativity. Cachia and Ferrari  conducted a comprehensive study on creativity in European ICT teachers. According to

the findings, creativity seems to be the ability to create an original product.

2. Creation of Original Stories

Pavlik  demonstrated in her research on structural imagination that inventive thought is governed by abstract

apprehension and constructions. She concluded that representational knowledge influences the meaning and originality of

the story. Thus, significant and innovative stories seem to enhance nonfigurative insights more than those that do not.

Furthermore, significant correlations were established between creating meaningful vs. nonmeaningful narratives and

using meaningful vs. nonmeaningful knowledge sets.

Csikszentmihalyi and Getzels  found a positive interaction between discovery-oriented behaviour in the creative

problem origination phase and the originality of the creative product but not the craft. According to Sap et al. , based on

neurolinguistics programming, imaginary stories have an essentially more linear storyline flow than remembered

narratives, in which contiguous enunciations are more detached. If possible, remembered stories depend on more on first-

person facts founded on episodic memory, just as illusory narratives bring to light more common-sense knowledge based

on semantic memory.

Antonsen  stated that in interactive works of fiction, such as video games, journey books, and role-playing games,

consumers acquire the point of view and the role of the protagonist and immerse themselves in the story. Furthermore,

they require imagining themselves to be another person and imagining parts of the story while keeping in mind that they

are located in the projected place. Larsen  researched divergent thinking, concluding that children produce original

ideas after time off-task.

Weisberg  studied problem solving along with intuition or revelation. The participation of the memory in the aid of

intuition to solve a problem depends on the specific problem. Steffensen and Vallée Tourangeau  stated that the

problem of intuition is also believed to undergo different phases. More of these phases would depend more on working

memory. Vallée Tourangeau and Vallée Tourangeau  explained that problem solving is part of higher cognition: thought

uses communicating procedures based on a widespread assortment of external stratagems covering multiple time scales.

For this reason, they recommended adopting an interactivist perspective to describe how these stratagems are

dynamically shaped in time and space.

3. Digital Storytelling (DST)

Djonov et al.  studied the use of digital multimedia formats combined with analogue materials, revealing that preschool-

age children are aware of the possibilities of the media and the semantic models in the narrative shown transmedially.

Simultaneously, older children demonstrate a comprehension of story procedures and the ability to construct various

social issues by choosing the most suitable semiotic stratagems accessible in the selected media. Therefore, LEGO

animation, comic strips, as well as programs like Stop Motion or Garageband can assist in establishing a toddler’s

multimedia authorship. There are DST-type apps that are applied to language or teaching other disciplines, such as the

one proposed by Dietz et al.  called StoryCoder: an application designed to teach computational thinking notions via

storytelling in a voice-guided application for infants.

The validated test by Moral et al.  considers six aspects of the creativity potential of video game apps: flexibility,

originality, fluidity, problem solving, product development, and, finally, copublishing and dissemination capacity. According

to the study by Del Moral et al. , (DST) is an inventive story exercise based on the construction of multimodal

narratives, with the feeling of emotion through colour . This approach promotes both communicative  and digital

skills.

Yoon  discovered positive attitude changes in second language (L2) learning with a deeper understanding of the

content and greater participation. Digital storytelling engaged learners in the story´s content, fostering motivation, interest,

and confidence to learn another language. Ya-Ting and Wan-Chi  concluded that DST increased students’

understanding of the content to be studied, their willingness to inquire, and their ability to reflect critically. However, Hava

 did not emphasise motivation. Additionally, there were improvements in self-confidence and students´ subjective use
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after the storytelling activity, demonstrating DST as a suitable tool for learning environments to develop linguistic and

digital competence.

Liu et al.  conducted a study with DTS in primary education. Two digital storytelling performance indicators, stages of

language usage and planes of inventiveness, were established to have noteworthy but diverse influences on language

learning. On the one hand, learners’ achievement in the use of language in digital storytelling was significantly associated

with their performance. In contrast, creativity performance was meaningfully linked to numerous elements of motivation:

elaboration, task value, and extrinsic motivation. Additionally, the proposed method had a positive effect on

schoolchildren’s linguistic performance, contributing to increasing student motivation in two ways: orientation and extrinsic

goal setting.

Liang  suggested multimodal narrative discourse analysis (MNDA) with allied pedagogic and investigative means to

instruct and inquire into narrative. The intervention demonstrated appropriate practice of story elements, discursive

arrangements, and formal strategies, as well as the physical, visual, and video resources used. All these elements helped

learners develop multimodal designs and narrative styles.

Pereira and Campos , in terms of empathy framed in the pedagogy of multiliteracies, focus more on cognitive abilities.

They investigated a case focusing on an animated narrative with hybrid multimodal text. Through the narrative on a public

digital platform, students learned about refugees. The participants positioned themselves in three very different positions:

as detached viewers of the characters embodied, as observers of the distress of others, or as social performers.

Lawrence and Mathis  designed an intervention to assess learners multimodally by asking them to create multimodal

portfolios. Four at-risk students were observed and interviewed, and their artifacts were evaluated. It was concluded that

they were meaning generators capable of critical participation in multimodal thinking and communication.

According to Ivone , digital tools can greatly facilitate the process of story creation by students. Many dimensions are

enhanced, including originality. She highlighted several tools, including Storybird, which allow the creation of different

formats. Families can also be involved in the process. Most importantly, it allows for more autonomous creation, whereas

Scratch may require more assistance.

Del Moral et al.  analysed a sample of 20 apps of various kinds, including Storybird, using the quantitative

questionnaire CREAPP K6-12,. The results regarding originality were significant from the bottom up in terms of favouring

the representation of unpublished facts in the stories, encouraging curiosity and inquiry, and involving the customer in the

construction of emotional plots.
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